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After a season of tumbling records at the Olympics and Paralympics, WHOBIDARTS have 
continued the theme with a record breaking annual exhibition at the Burton Gallery. The 
committee expressed great satisfaction with the final outcome; 6,500 visitors, 123 art-
works sold and a total sales figure of £28,856.  Two thirds of these came from local sup-
porters and the remaining number from visitors to the area.  But it’s not just about num-
bers, there was a very positive response to the outstanding quality of this show: I heard 
comments such as, “It could be taken to any top gallery or national venue and stand in its
own right.”  The show extended to six weeks this year and we sported our new strip in 
the form of redesigned catalogue and posters which were well received.  Look out for 
details on the website of how to enter the catalogue cover competition next year, and 
anyone wanting to get good targeted coverage can advertise in the catalogue; contact 
lindahaj@googlemail.com for details next year.

The Ken Doughty award went to Julian Witts for his wonderful woodcut “Exodus” and 
Ros Bradford won the “you choose” vote with her spectacular Papier mache “Wild Life”. 
The student awards were once again announced on the private view evening and it was 
good to follow up from the judging day back in May, by meeting some of the winners 
who each received £100.  We donated £500 to the trustees of The Burton at Bideford to-
wards additional lighting for the Gallery, which will benefit our exhibits next year.  When 
all expenses are accounted for there is a small sum left to sustain us, even after such 
high gross revenues, so we can’t rest on our Laurels.  We rely on a hard core of helpers 
for the exhibition and thanks go to all those, whose selfless commitment over the entire 
period of the show makes it such a success. 

 Mark Rochester flew the flag for us at the RA this year with two paintings in the show, 
which both sold, and work by Pine Feroda is also in the current RA show, “Surface Cut-
ting”. Your chairman will be in the RSMA at the Mall Galleries again this year along with 
RSMA full member, our president, Colin Allbrook.    The society needs to blow its own 
trumpet a bit louder and was starting to do just that when I had to announced the sad 
loss of our publicity officer Richard Mann back in April. We are very grateful for his input.
Stuart McArdell has gallantly stepped in to help with PR and publicity and got off to a 
flying start with press releases and the setting up of an interview about the exhibition 
success, between your chairman and Simon Bates on his BBC Radio Devon show. This can
only increase public awareness of the society and is an area we need to continue to ad-
dress: as Simon said “why haven’t I heard of Whobidarts?” We are very grateful to Stuart 
for his willing help.  3D work looked great again this year with invited, eminent visiting 
ceramicists. A great success, well done Jan and Jane.

Off the Podium, and with our feet back on the ground we addressed some more mun-
dane practicalities. It was suggested that membership renewals be made by standing or-
der or D/D which can easily be set up with internet banking. This would relieve the soci-



ety of an antiquated method of collection and details will gradually appear on the web-
site. 

The annual coach trip to the RWA Open Exhibition in Bristol will be on November 15th. 
Costs and time details are on the attached letter and I look forward to seeing many of 
you joining in.

Finally, this is my first post exhibition newsletter as chairman and an opportunity to 
thank Judith Westcott for her insightful commitment and enthusiasm as chair over the 
last five years.
                                                                                                                Tony Williams, September 2016

94th Annual Open Exhibition
Westward Ho! & Bideford Art Society
Review by Richard Westcott

What a bracing experience to step over the Burton threshold into this latest Exhibition, 
with its freshness and clarity and openness! No doubt some credit should go to the up-
graded air conditioning and lighting systems, but the organisers have cleverly managed 
to avoid the cluttered feeling that an exhibition of over 300 pieces in two rooms in-
evitably risks – there’s a real open air feel.  Their hanging deserves a special mention, in-
geniously paying attention to both theme and overall colour, not to mention size – of 
which more later.

The first pictures have a marine flavour – a topic which, reflecting the title of the Society 
and our locality, appropriately resonates throughout.  Every sort of craft is represented, 
from humble dinghies, through a fine ketch from Ian Hudson to the looming steel hulled 
vessels of Tony Williams, wonderfully presented with all their vigorous verticals and di-
agonals.  There are calm waters, ruffled seas, churning waves and storm conditions vari-
ously interpreted by Jenny Smy, Duncan Hopkins, Merlyn Chesterman and Karen McEn-
doo, and many others. But the sea also means estuaries, rock pools and beach fun, as 
nicely shown by Pam Cox, Michael Lawes, Sue Mitchell and Alissa Mihai.   Fish too, which 
feature subtly in Jan Lye’s work, and Penelope Florance’s skilful textiles.  And of course, 
fishermen – from Rob Walker.

Clouds remain a strong source of inspiration.  I was moved by Carol Rhodes’ and Mari-
anne Edwards’ clouds, with their potential power and seriousness. Which brings us to 
birds.  Gulls, naturally, along with oyster catcher, sandpiper, goose, pheasant, sparrow, 
linnet, grouse, owl, quail, jackdaw – I have to stop, but not without singling out a few I es-
pecially enjoyed, which were (all of) Julian Witts’, Sophie Cobb’s Blackbird, Mary Chugg’s 
touching Morning Bird, and the lovely collection from Rachel Sumner in her bird ark.

Another collection, a veritable tour de force, is Roselyn Bradford’s Wild Life – not just 
various birds, but all sorts of creatures.  And many others turned to the animal kingdom, 
from Imogen Serret’s foxes to Betty Banks’ sheep, via quite a few cats (congratulations 
to Gerald Isaac) to a magnificent lobster.

As for people – we’re treated to a great mixture: portraits range from a tiny affectionate
image of the Queen, to more full size portraits like Tom Hawkins’ Hatter, along with girls 



from David Colliver, Mary Oldham, and Julie Souch.  And that kindly, humorous painting 
of Vanessa.

The show is indeed lightened by much humour – sometimes innocent, like Gillian Heal’s 
Peeping Tom, at other times more sophisticated, as with Elaine Stiling’s Tyger and Peter 
Ward’s Offcuts, and occasionally definitely and powerfully barbed – find the Republican 
Candidate.  There are other topically political pieces here too, exemplified by the 
rightly-awarded Julian Witts.

I was interested to note the vast range in size of work this time.  Quite a few pieces were
tiny – hardly more than an inch square, (see Keiran Leach’s) with several using a series of 
little panels (Penny Laird and Gillian Stevens) to great effect.  And others were huge: 
Andy White’s monumental Abundant Delicious was memorable, as was the Pine Feroda –
and all presented perfectly, so that the big could have their say, and the small demand 
attention, in their quieter way.

One of the pleasures for a regular visitor to this exhibition, is to follow the development 
of artists one admires.  Mark Rochester’s work goes from strength to strength, finding a 
new simplicity where less is more; Peter Steart has evolved from a straightforward rep-
resentational painter into a confident and profound artist; while Tony Williams’ technical 
accomplishment is exemplary.

It’s tempting to declare that this show is the best ever, but there’s no doubt that with its 
great variety, superb hanging and atmosphere of freshness, it’s no less than a wonderful 
in-doors, out-of-doors experience.


